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018 will not be remembered as one of the most secure
for some businesses.
Incidents like the Facebook/Cambridge Analytica
security breach and data loss served as a stark reminder
that data is a sought-after commodity, and even the largest
businesses are vulnerable.
According to the Ponemon Institute’s Cost of a Data
Breach 2018 study for IBM, the cost of the average data
breach to companies worldwide is US$3.86 million.
The ITWeb Network Security Survey shows that many
business owners remain too complacent over their network
security – with almost 40% of surveyed local organisations
admitting to not having any form of security for IOT
devices connected to their network.
In a market where the emphasis is on utilising tools,
social media and other resources to boost customer
experience and customer engagement, any credible
business will have to not only comply with the likes of POPI
NETWORK SECURITY:
How safe are you?
and GDPR, but actually work on strategies to deal with (and
exploit) IOT and data analytics.
Look out for strong insights on topics including social technologies, apps and short-form video from
contributors published in this edition.
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COLUMN

The future of work is more
human than you think
Organisations and individuals need to shift skills priorities to benefit from
the new reality of the fourth industrial revolution.

LEE NAIK , CEO of TransUnion Africa

F

orget the job coach. If you really
want to know how to future-proof
your career, your best bet is the World
Economic Forum (WEF) Future of Jobs
Report 2018.
The report confirmed most of the things
we already knew: that automation and
machine learning are set to create as many
jobs as they displace, that the gig economy
and flexible contract work will become
standard, and that knowledge of data
science is going to be a key differentiator in
the job market over the next few years.
With more than two years having passed
since the first Future of Jobs report, there
have been some new developments. With
the mainstreaming of chatbots and other
consumer-facing artificial intelligence,
there's more of an understanding of how
machine learning might integrate with our
society. Now that we've had some time to
get to know Sophia, Alexa, Pepper and the
rest, there are noticeably fewer 'Are robots
coming to steal your job?' clickbait articles
in the media.
The conversation around the future of
work has shifted not to how many jobs
may be lost to big, bad robots, but how
organisations and individuals alike can
shift their priorities to benefit from the
new reality.
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The end of busywork?
The new report predicts that in just
five years, while 75 million current
jobs stand to be displaced, 133 million
new jobs may emerge at the same
time, a net positive. Moreover, as
businesses get used to the new normal
of AI automation, flexible workplaces
and task-specialised contract work,
they'll start to engage with the concept
of work differently. They'll focus
on how machines can assist in the
augmentation of their human labour
for greater productivity and creativity
rather than simply seeing automation
as a cost-cutting measure.
By 2025, it is expected that more
than half of total time spent on labour
will be handled by machines. What's
really exciting about that figure is
the type of labour that's going to be
handed over to robots: repetitive,
time-consuming, tedious and
unsatisfying.
Imagine a future in which
everything from database management
to debugging to budget reports is
delegated to an algorithm. That leaves
more time to do more complex and
fulfilling work, the kind that creates
more lasting value.
In other words, the mass adoption
of automation in the workplace is set
to make us more human, not less.
We may not be able to match the fast
processing skills of an algorithm, but
that means we'll be more able to lean
into our unique strengths: creativity,
communication, empathy and
problem-solving that even the most
advanced AI cannot match.
More and more, it's becoming clear
that the heroes of the fourth industrial
revolution aren't machines and
algorithms at all, but the humans who
are open to the possibilities of the new
workplace.

Learning to learn
Just how close are we to a radically
transformed future of work? The WEF
report predicts that nearly all of these
drivers for change will occur in the next
five years. In other words, if you're not
getting your organisation ready now, you
stand a serious risk of falling behind.
And just in case you think the timeline
is different for emerging nations, the data
suggests otherwise. With a significant
part of the population working manual
or labour-intensive jobs that will be most
affected by automation, South Africa is
particularly susceptible to the coming
disruption. An estimated 5.7 million
jobs are reportedly at risk from digital
automation.
However, the flipside of that is that
we also stand to gain more from the
fourth industrial revolution. With the
right policies and strategies in place, the
estimated growth in productivity could
drastically reduce the number of jobs at
risk and potentially double the size of the
economy.
South Africa does have a few
advantages up its sleeve that more
developed nations don't. As digital
leapfrogs, we have far fewer legacy
issues to overcome before we can adopt
new technological and employment
frameworks. In fact, the Future of Jobs
report finds that the majority of the local
population will need minimal reskilling
to adapt; over 60% of the workforce will
be able to be reskilled in under three
months, with just under half requiring no
reskilling at all.
We have also proven to be naturally
adaptable, one of the key factors that will
define success in the fourth industrial
revolution. With a young population and
a focus on skills development and social
inclusion in general, the ingredients are
there for South Africa to weather the
transition just fine.
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Benefitting from new standards

New division launched

IFRS 9 and 15, issued by the International Accounting Standards Board,
came into effect this year. Jannie Marais, Product Manager at Adapt IT,
says both have considerable benefits to offer, but can be challenging
for organisations to implement. "CaseWare’s team of developers
integrated the new standards into our automated processes ensuring
clients can comply with both standards with minimum effort, and
realise the substantial benefits that each has to offer." Although both
standards were available in 2014, they only became mandatory for
annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2018.
www.adaptit.co.za

ACS has unveiled its new division,
ACS Field Services. Its key role will
be facilitating the installation of
terminal and payment solutions
as well as provide training to
customers. Brendan van der
Mescht, manager, ACS Field
Services, says: "This division
provides technical support both
on premises and telephonically.”
www.acs-sa.com

Expanding
BT-SA in Cape Town is moving to larger premises just off Umuramba
Road, in Montague Gardens, to accommodate the growing
infrastructure demands in the Western Cape. The company opened its
Cape Town office in 1990, specialising in end-to-end infrastructure
solutions, it has had a great deal of success in the Western Cape, from a
10Gb fibre backbone installation for one of the city's most prominent
hospitals, to security infrastructure on a renowned abalone farm.
www.bt-sa.co.za

Consolidating telecommunications solutions
JSE-listed Adapt IT Holdings (Adapt IT) announced the acquisition of
the Conor Group, in a transaction worth R80 million, to strengthen
the Adapt IT Telecoms solutions division. Conor, founded in 2007,
is a fast-growing and dynamic software business. It provides high
performance telco and mobile financial service solutions, covering
areas such as the core network applications, enterprise mobility, big
data and analytics, and mobile payments to the telecommunications
industry in 10 countries across Africa and South America.
www.adaptit.co.za

Bolstering office printing
Green Office is now providing managed print services solutions
to the Adcorp Group. This follows a national printing assessment
to establish the current state of Adcorp's environment and based
on the results of the assessment, it was clear that Adcorp needed a
managed print service to achieve their desired outcomes (within
the business' operating costs). Green Office proposed to design,
develop and implement this strategy for Adcorp, in collaboration
with Itec as the primary service partner.
www.greenoffice.co.za

The future of
payments

Attie van der Linde, ACS

Businesses and customers
expect to be able to conduct
financial transactions
24/7 365 days a year, with
no tolerance for system
downtime. It is for this reason
that ACS and NuPay, both
divisions within the Altron
Group and leaders in secure
payment processing, have
partnered with Stratus for
more than 15 years.
www.acs-sa.com

Brendan van der Mescht,
ACS Field Services

Winning streak continues
Brother has done it again. Continuing its dominance of PCMag's
annual awards in the United States, Brother International
Corporation has been recognised with its 10th consecutive Readers'
Choice Award for best printers and sixth consecutive Business
Choice Award as the best office printer manufacturer. The PCMag
Readers' Choice Awards are based on overall customer satisfaction
and printer attributes, including set-up, reliability, printing
quality, technical support, repairs and the cost of consumables.
"According to our survey respondents, no one else can deliver the
same level of overall satisfaction, reliability, and ease of set-up,"
said Dan Costa, Editor-in-Chief of PCMag.
www.brother.co.za

Harnesses the power of IoT
European leaders in smart city development, AccessFlow and Ziut,
have contracted EOH in the Western Cape to co-develop the Public
Infrastructure Management System (PIMS). PIMS enables dynamic,
interactive and flexible control of mass networked IoT devices that
are installed within urban infrastructure. It enables management
of multiple smart city applications to make a positive impact on
the carbon footprint. Strategic delivery executive for EOH in the
Western Cape, Stuart Kelly, says: "EOH has utilised some of the
latest technology and has developed an integrated, secure, featurerich, extensible, scalable and multi-tenanted solution."
www.eoh.co.za

IOT partnership
Altron and Huawei Technologies, are partnering globally in
an Internet of things (IOT) ecosystem that will see the two
companies combine their expertise in delivering tangible and
real IOT solutions for businesses throughout Africa. Altron Group
Chief Executive Mteto Nyati says: "We need to develop more IOT
solutions that are relevant to the African market. We need smart
electricity and water meters in our homes that automatically
transmit consumption data to municipalities, enabling them to bill
customers without a physical inspection.”
www.altron.com

BEE level 2
Lorge has always recognised its responsibility in equalising
opportunities. Driven by this sense of responsibility, Lorge is
committed to uplifting South African communities. With its BEE
ranking the company believes these transformation dimensions will
assist in sustaining Lorge's competitive advantage in the long-term.
www.lorge.co.za
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Carel Coetzee, NEC XON

Tipping point for
Africa's wealth gap
At NEC XON's 7th annual
summit, CEO Carel Coetzee
said: "Industry 4.0 is the
culmination of connectivity
and processing power that
never existed 10 years ago, and
the algorithms of today make
sense of the new wealth of
data at our disposal. Meaning,
the 4th Industrial Revolution
will create new jobs and
opportunities.”
www.nec.xon.co.za

BI & Analytics
Summit 2019
Donald Farmer, principal
at Treehive Strategy, will
be presenting the keynote
address at ITWeb’s Business
Intelligence & Analytics
Summit 2019, taking place
between 12 to 14 March, at The
Forum, in Bryanston. Treehive
Strategy advises software
vendors, enterprises and
investors on data and advanced
analytics strategy, working
with some of the largest
international vendors, as well
as innovative and unique startups from around the world.
Farmer, apart from working
on some of the top data
technologies in the market, in
award-winning start-ups, has
also led design and innovation
teams at Microsoft and Qlik.
www.itweb.co.za
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Globally certified
product managers

ITWeb Cloud Summit 2019:
call for papers is open

IndigoCube is the only African
company to partner with the
Association of International
Product Marketing and
Management (AIPMM).
Meaning it is now providing
African organisations with
Certified Product Manager
training and qualification
examinations that adhere
with global standards.
"Digital businesses need
certified professionals to gain
a competitive edge on their
investment in business agility
and agile methodologies,"
says Calton Nhando, digital
consultant at IndigoCube.
"The AIPMM certifications
professionalise the discipline,
covering every aspect of how
businesses might learn what
customers might require and
how they behave in a digital
world."
www.indigocube.co.za

ITWeb’s Cloud Summit 2019 will be held on 12 February 2019 at The
Forum, in Bryanston, Johannesburg . "ITWeb's Cloud Summit has
become the primary forum for business technology decision-makers,
strategists and practitioners across Africa to discuss new tools and
advances in the practice of cloud computing," says Angela Mace, CRM
and Events director at ITWeb. Gartner has predicted worldwide public
cloud revenue will grow 21.4% in 2018, and a significant portion of
incremental new ICT spend will be earmarked for cloud. "Businesses
cannot afford to ignore the cloud,” said Mace. Interested in presenting
a paper then please send your propsal to angela@itweb.co.za.
www.itweb.co.za

Merging services
and solutions
Cradle Technology Services
has been providing bar
coding, RFID and label
products alongside their asset
management and warehouse
management solutions for
the past 18 years. Turnkey
Solutions has similarly been
providing enterprise wireless,
mobile computing, barcoding,
RFID and label products and
related professional services
for the past 24 years across
South Africa to many large
corporate customers in retail,
manufacturing and logistics.
In a mutually beneficial
agreement, Turnkey merged
with Cradle on 1 October 2018.
"Joining the Cradle team will
allow us to offer our loyal
customers greater depth
of resources and a broader
professional services and
support infrastructure," says
Henri Meier, owner of Turnkey
Solutions.
www.cradle.co.za
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New appointment at e4
Digitalisation expert e4 has
appointed Masego Khutsoane
as its new Divisional Head of
Financial Services. Khutsoane
joins the company with a wealth
of experience, having held senior
positions within the JSE, Absa,
Woolworths Financial Services
and Nedbank. Khutsoane holds a
Bachelor of Information Systems
from Rhodes University, an
Honour's Degree in Strategic
Masego Khutsoane, e4
Management from the University
of Johannesburg, and is currently completing an MBA. As the
Divisional Head of Financial Services, Khutsoane will be responsible
for leading the overall direction and performance of the Financial
Services Division and will maintain and enhance relationships with
all key banking clients.
www.e4.co.za

Inspire innovation
In today's digitised and technology-influenced world CEOs and
managers must navigate a ‘new landscape of work’, one that
requires a significant change in strategies for nurturing talent
and inspiring creativity. According to Bytes Document Solutions
(BDSOL) social media tools enable people to find details about an
organisation's culture at the touch of a button. The result is business
leaders have to ensure their working environments inspire their
employees. BDSOL suggests talking to psychologists, business
leaders or analysts in creating a creative workforce necessary for
today's complex work environment.
www.bdsol.co.za

The future of payments

Keith Wrede, NuPay

In today's payments ecosystem, merchants
and customers expect to be able to
pay 24/7, with no tolerance for system
downtime. It’s for this reason that ACS and
NuPay, both divisions within the Altron
Group and leaders in secure payment
processing, have partnered with Stratus
for more than 15 years to ensure smooth
payment transactions for its customers.
www.altechnupay.co.za
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Merger announced
Cloudera and Hortonworks have merged creating the world's
leading next-generation data platform provider, spanning multicloud, on-premises and the edge. The combination establishes the
industry standard for hybrid cloud data management, accelerating
customer adoption, community development and partner
engagement. Tom Reilly, chief executive officer at Cloudera,
says: "By bringing together Hortonworks' investments in endto-end data management with Cloudera's investments in data
warehousing and machine learning, we will deliver the industry's
first enterprise data cloud from the edge to AI.”
www.cloudera.com

Excellent wireless coverage
Kenneth Palliam (ISACA SA Chapter), Graeme Huddy (winner of the Tichaona Zororo
Excellence Award) and Arlene-Lynn Volmink (ISACA SA Chapter)

Annual Conference
The annual ISACA South Africa Chapter Conference took place at
the Sandton Convention Centre, in Johannesburg, recently. The
event attracted 435 attendees, and keynote speakers included
Musa Kalenga (Founder and CEO of Bridge Labs), Jonathan Cherry
(Innovation Consultant and Entrepreneur) and Pieter Hancke
(Solutions Architect in the Security and Compliance Domain).
www.isaca.org

ZTE Corporation announced it has provided a comprehensive solution
for customised wireless network coverage for the world's longest
sea-crossing bridge. The Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macao Bridge (HZMB), in
partnership with the Guangdong arm of China Mobile. The mobile 4G
download and upload rate reach 50Mbps and up to 18Mbps respectively
at a high-speed scene, recording the world's advanced level. After
eight years' consecutive construction and investment of over RMB 100
billion the 55km HongKong-Zhuhai-Macao Bridge is the first ‘super
infrastructure’ integrated with bridge, tunnel and artificial island.
www.zte.com

Embracing telecommute
Lorge is continually striving to produce the best possible business
solutions for your business, and for Lorge, this starts with finding
innovative ways of working that are employee-centric. Lorge
has made the telecommute change to increase its workflow and
productivity, so it can bring you even better solutions that are
cost-effective and fit your business needs. Telecommuting is a
practice in which an employee works at a location that is remote
from the actual business premises at which they are employed.
This location is often, but not always, one's home.
www.lorge.co.za

Leaders
Xerox Corporation has solidified its place at the top of the
managed print services (MPS) market, in Quocirca's worldwide
market landscape report for the ninth consecutive time. "Xerox's
consistency of leadership in this space has once again landed them
on top," says Louella Fernandes, associate director, Quocirca.
"The company’s track record in multi-vendor support, global
delivery, comprehensive analytics and reporting, paired with
the now proven strength of ConnectKey technology, solidifies
the company's continued strength in the MPS market.” Xerox's
ConnectKey technology links the physical and digital worlds and
transforms traditional printing devices into intelligent, connected
workplace assistants.
www.bdsol.co.za

Richard Broeke, Securicom

New MD at Securicom
Specialist managed IT security services company, Securicom, has
announced Richard Broeke as its new MD. Broeke has held the
position of GM at the company for the past three years. A qualified
CISSP, he has a wealth of experience in the IT sector, spanning over
20 years.
www.securicom.co.za
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NETWORK SECURITY SURVEY
By SIBAHLE MALINGA

Corporate networks under
attack from many directions
The increase in Web apps, cloud, and IOT connections results in network security
complexities for many local organisation, reveals ITWeb’s Network Security survey.
Around 20% of respondents admitted
to not having any form of security in
place for their cloud based servers, while
18% have no data centre server security
and 14% have no endpoint security
outside their firewalls.
According to experts, all it takes
for an attacker to gain access to an
organisation’s network is a rogue insider,
a missing patch on a server that permits
an unauthenticated command prompt
or another backdoor path into the Web
environment.
The majority (66%) of respondents
use a combination of a virtual private
network with end user protection
software, to ensure protection of remote
users, while just over a quarter (26%)
integrate VPN into their company
network.
Data loss emerged as a top security challenge
facing medium and large organisations globally

A

lmost 40% of surveyed local
organisations admit to not having
any form of security for Internet of things
(IOT) devices connected to their company
network.
This is according to a Network Security
Survey run by ITWeb in partnership
with network security firm, Infoblox,
aimed at finding out how South African
organisations seek to avert cyber attacks on
their network.
The survey largely made up of seniorlevel ICT decision-makers, reveals that
the increase in Web applications, cloud,
Software-as-a-Service offerings and
IOT connections has resulted in security
complexities for many local organisations.
As network speeds increase, it is
important for organisations to have security
tools that keep up with the demand,
provide maximum security and give
valuable insight into their network traffic.
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Incident response time
When asked how quickly they can
remediate security incidents, over a third
(36%) said ‘somewhat quickly’, while
15 % said ‘somewhat slowly’.
Rene Bosman, service provider and
major account manager for Infoblox, says
following a breach, every second counts
in the race to mitigate damages.
"Critical for any security solution is
reducing the time needed to mitigate a
possible threat or attack on a network.
It is also important to share the right
information, at the right time, at the right
place, and to the right team to address an
attack or threat," he adds.
Over half of respondents (56%) have
between one and five threat intelligence
data feeds in use and just under a third
(27%) have none in place.
Data security
The good news for customers is that when
organisations were asked to rate their
level of data security, most said they had
taken the necessary steps to safeguard

their important data, with (39%) rating
their data centre information protection as
‘good’; and 37% rating as good, their data
stored in the cloud.
Data security is an important issue for
businesses today, The Cyber security Insight
Report conducted by CDW shows data loss
emerged as a top security challenge facing
medium and large organisations globally.
As a method to discover malware and
infected end points in their network, over
half (51%) use anti-virus end point security
solutions, 14% installed a network and
end point discovery tool, 5% have a zeroday protection solution while 22% use a
combination of all three.
SIEM software
Of those organisations which have threat
intelligence data feeds, almost a third have
consolidated it into a security information
and event management (SIEM) software
solution.
While SIEM tools don’t fully protect
a corporate’s IT environment against
newly emerging cyber attacks, they play
an important role in collecting security
log events from numerous hosts within
an enterprise and store the relevant data
centrally. By bringing this log data together,
these SIEM products enable centralised
analysis and reporting on an organisation's
security events.
The global network security market is
estimated to grow at a substantial CAGR
of 4.74% during the period 2017-2022,
propelled by rising use of mobile devices
and the increasing demand for integrated
security solutions, according to research
firm Radiant Insights.
Other factors propel in the growth of
the market include the high acceptance
of network solutions among enterprises,
increasing data opening and the
development of financially targeted cyber
attacks is driving the acceptance of advance
network security solutions.

NETWORK SECURITY SURVEY

How many infrastructure devices do you have
deployed across your entire network?
501 to 1000

What percentage of your users are remote?

44%

Less than 10%

101 to 500

4%

1 to 10

10%

28%

10 - 20%

40%
Over
1000

12%
27%

More than 20%
14%

51 to 100

20%
11 to 50

How do you discover devices on your nework?

We have an
automated tool
that we can run
whernever we
need to know

How do you prioritise security alerts?

65%
Manually,
when we
need to
28%
38%

35%

34%
We have an automated
tool that alerts us to
new devices coming
into our network
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We prioritise security alerts
manually
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We have an automated system
that presents security alerts in a
prioritised fashion

NETWORK SECURITY SURVEY

What systems are you using to have a centralised view of all security alerts?
Combination of different
management tools from various
vendors

62%

We have a centralised security
identity and event management
(SIEM) platform

21%

We are currently looking into a SIEM
solution

15%

2%

Other

Do you leverage DNS and DHCP log information
when working to remediate security incidents?

How quickly can you remediate security events
in general?

24%

Rarely

Occasionally

22%

Usually

22%

36%
32%

15%

14%

19%

Never

3%
All the time
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Somewhat
quickly

Neutral

Somewhat
slowly

Extremely
quickly

Extremely
slowly

SECURE CLOUD-MANAGED NETWORK SERVICES

NEXT LEVEL

SECURITY

Cloud-managed, hybrid protection for
Users and Data
• Stop data exfiltration and zero-day threats
• Block malware/APTs at scale using
DNS control point
• Automatically share threat intelligence and IOCs
with security ecosystem
• Protect devices everywhere – on-premises,
roaming or branch
• Maximize SOC efficiency

www.infoblox.com
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Optimising logistics

Bongi Radebe, Sizwe IT

Level one B-BBEE accreditation
Sizwe Africa IT Group is pleased to announce that its strong focus
on diversity and its total commitment to broad-based black
economic empowerment (B-BBEE) has been rewarded with a level
one B-BBEE accreditation, according to the ICT Amended Sector
Codes. The company has transformed in terms of ownership,
board, management, processes and structure.
www.sizwegroup.co.za

New corporate sales manager
Kyocera Document Management Solutions South Africa is
pleased to announce the appointment of Warren James Lock to
the position of corporate sales manager at the company's South
African headquarters. Lock holds a Bachelor of Commerce degree
in Marketing and Business Management from Oxford University,
and started his sales career in document management solutions
at Nashua in 2000. From there, he moved to Bytes/Xerox
headquarters in Johannesburg as a Product Marketing Manager. In
January of 2012, he moved to Canon South Africa, holding various
positions in marketing and sales, before being promoted to Sales
Management in 2015.
www.kyoceradocumentsolutions.co.za

Data management changes
At the Gartner Symposium ITxpo held at the CCIB, in Barcelona, Paul
Evans, CEO of Redstor, outlined why the management of data is about
to change forever. Evans provided insight into the industry's latest
technology and spelled out why downtime for businesses is a thing
of the past. He also offered a glimpse into the future of AI-driven data
management and demonstrated how businesses can obtain streamed,
on-demand access to all of their data, wherever it is stored, from a
single control centre. “Organisations need to understand the data they
hold better, in order to prioritise what is business-critical,” he said.
www.redstor.com

Transport managed services
(TMS) for enterprises offers
the advantage of fully
customised logistics planning
solutions, says Resolve SP.
These solutions are based
on advanced technology
and processes developed to
handle all aspects of transport
and distribution operations,
as well as fleet management.
The company says there are
several considerations that
can help improve, simplify,
manage and effectively
measure the transport and
distribution of goods in the
supply chain. These include;
efficient transport load and
route planning; real-time
distribution tracking and
execution management;
third-party services
provider (3PL) management;
continuous performance
monitoring and analytics;
as well as integrated supply
chain management.
www.resolvesp.com
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Veritas Technologies, in
collaboration with Pure
Storage, has announced a
new global effort to help joint
customers modernise data
protection and maximise
the value of their data for
competitive advantage.
The collaboration will
enable organisations to
confidently consolidate
modern workloads onto
Pure Storage's unique data
hub architecture, powered
by FlashBlade. With the
integration of NetBackup,
Veritas' flagship technology,
enterprise data can be shared,
protected and unlocked
for unprecedented value.
The announcement builds
on a relationship between
Veritas and Pure Storage that
includes joint adoption of
one another's technology,
product enhancements, sales
and support.
www.veritas.com

Leveraging AI
SPI, the African distributor for utility software products and
services to the open systems segment of the IT industry and
the southern African reseller for Esker, a leader in document
process automation solutions, announced it has entered a global
partnership with Rimilia, a provider of intelligent automated
finance solutions that enable organisations to control their cash
flow and cash collection in real time. The mutually beneficial
relationship will provide current and prospective Esker customers
with a cash application automation solution; support Rimilia's
expansion globally through a reseller agreement; and enhance the
customer experience by leveraging AI and machine learning.
www.spi.co.za

Redstor's AI
positioning

Application downtime
The need for always-on applications has become more pervasive
across all market sectors. Stratus Technologies has answered this
demand with availability solutions, platforms, software and cloud,
that ensure always-on applications. The company has a range of
solutions that allow IT infrastructures to prevent downtime.
www.stratus.com

Teaming up on
data management

Danie Marais, Redstor

Emphasising the evolution of
data management, Danie Marais,
director of product management
at global data management SaaS
specialist Redstor, says businesses
have an opportunity to tap into
this trend and take advantage of
solutions that are being developed
for artificial intelligence (AI),
robotics, machine learning and
the cloud.
www.redstor.com

COMPANY NEWS

BUSINESS
Prepared for
a dawn raid?

B2B standard
certified

You need an informed,
co-ordinated and proactive
response to protect your
commercial interests and to
mitigate significant financial,
reputational and other risks.
That means having the right
tools and support at your
disposal. "The South African
Competition Commission
has established a reputation
for relentlessly pursuing its
cartel enforcement objectives,"
says Daryl Dingley, Head of
Webber Wentzel's competition
team. "Search and seizures,
commonly known as a
'dawn raid', are one of the
Commission's most effective
investigation methods. As
Competition Commission
regulators step up their search
and seizure operations, South
African businesses must be
equipped to launch a rapid
legal response.”
www.webberwentzel.com

Pure Storage, the all-flash
storage platform that
helps innovators build a
better world with data,
announced its industryleading, certified Net
Promoter Score (NPS) has
increased to 86.6. This is the
fourth year in a row Pure's
NPS has increased, which
demonstrates dedication
to an exceptional customer
experience and delivery of
data-driven solutions built
for successful outcomes.
To manage its customer
feedback program and
collect the data used to
calculate the company's
NPS, Pure relies on software
from NICE Satmetrix, the
leading global provider
of customer feedback
management software and
the co-creator of the Net
Promoter Score.
www.purestorage.com

Hosting Indian High Commissioner
Zensar, a leading digital solutions and technology services
company that specialises in partnering with global organisations
across industries on their digital transformation journey, hosted
Ruchira Kamboj, Indian High Commissioner for South Africa,
at its Johannesburg office. The event was the graduation of the
South African interns who are part of Zensar's Skills Development
Program (SDP) which forms part of its commitment towards local
skills development and employment creation. The ceremony was
attended by Zensar leadership, including Sandeep Kishore, CEO
and MD, t and officials from the Indian High Commission.
www.zensar.com

TECHFORUM
When good B2B managed
services turns bad
The promise of B2B managed services is great. Over 95% of
companies in a global Stanford Business study found managed
services success had increased the value of their B2B integration
programme. With such great results, what could possibly go
wrong? The answer is a lot, says J Naomi Skinner, senior manager,
Product Marketing for OpenText Business Network. Skinner says
there are many things you can do to help ensure the success of
your B2B managed services relationship, “Think strategically, not
tactically, self-service should be a key part of managed services
and you’re paying for experts, so use them.”
www.opentext.com

New Redstor CMO
Gareth Case is the new Chief Marketing Officer at Redstor. Case
brings 20 years of expertise, having lead award-winning marketing
teams for some of the world's most respected technology brands,
including DXC, CSC and NIIT Technology. His appointment
completes the operational board at Redstor, following the recent
addition of Mark Howling as chairman, who has worked in the
software, IT and telecoms industries for more than 30 years. Case
will have a key role in the company's long-term strategy.
www.redstor.com

Trebling revenue within three years
Redstor, a leading cloud data management SaaS business with
technology developed in South Africa, is targeting mainland Europe
as part of aggressive growth plans to treble business by 2020. The
appointment of Gerrit-Jan van Wieren as Channel Director for Benelux
and Nordics underlines Redstor's long-term strategy to accelerate
revenue on the continent. Van Wieren, who is based in Amsterdam,
aims to capitalise on the growing interest shown in Redstor as the
company continues to disrupt the world of data management. He
will be looking to make rapid strides in the booming European data
management market by significantly adding to Redstor's 350 partners.
www.redstor.com

NETWORKING
Excellent wireless coverage
ZTE Corporation announced it has provided a comprehensive
solution for customised wireless network coverage for the world's
longest sea-crossing bridge. The Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macao Bridge
(HZMB), in partnership with the Guangdong arm of China Mobile.
The mobile 4G download and upload rate reach 50Mbps and up to
18Mbps respectively at a high-speed scene, recording the world's
advanced level. After eight years' consecutive construction and
investment of over RMB 100 billion the 55km HongKong-ZhuhaiMacao Bridge is the first ‘super infrastructure’ integrated with
bridge, tunnel and artificial island.
www.zte.com

TECHFORUM
The challenge before CIOs and CISOs
It's your worst possible nightmare. A hacker has breached the
company's network and shut down its operations. And even worse,
you're blamed. This is becoming an all too familiar scenario for
CIOs and CISOs tasked with securing their companies' networks,
says Pieter Engelbrecht, Aruba BU Manager for sub-Saharan
Africa. Most CIOs or CISOs allocate their funding towards securing
their data centre. However, when it comes to implementing a
system that provides them with full visibility of their network,
they consider it simply a nice-to-have. So they implement basic
security elements like a firewall and assume they'll be okay. But,
in reality, should an attack happen at the edge of the company's
network, the only way they can possibly know is by doing a deep
dive to investigate each and every occurrence that might indicate
a breach.
www.arubanetworks.com
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TECHFORUM
BPM is dead

E-mail security essential
Companies need to become increasingly cyber resilient to protect
themselves against malicious e-mail attacks, says Ralph Berndt,
director of sales at Syrex. "The advanced product features of
Mimecast that include internal e-mail protect, archiving, and
additional file sending, combined with its technical support,
mean we have an offering that provides comprehensive
protection for organisations of all sizes in the current digital
environment." Adding that few companies consider adapting
their cyber security solutions to reflect the increasingly
sophisticated threats faced daily.
www.syrex.co.za

Strategic alignment
with the business

Advanced mobile
software

The HR function must
reinvent itself as a digital,
data-driven partner to the
business. HR departments
and leaders that continue
to focus on compliance and
administration at the cost
of strategic alignment and
enablement risk losing their
place at the boardroom table,
says Coenette Bosman, head
of consulting, HRP at Sage
business partner, Parity.
Bosman said the HR model
has not changed in decades.
Many HR departments in
South Africa are heavily
centralised and focus on
meeting the needs of static
workforces organised
around particular skills and
functions.
www.parity.co.za

The benefits of empowering
a mobile workforce, is
substantial for both the
business and its employees,
says Deidre Fryer, product
manager at SYSPRO Africa.
As a result companies are
starting to include more
mobile software in their tech
infrastructure. According to
‘The Mobile Corporation in
South Africa 2018’, a study
conducted by World Wide
Worx, in partnership with
SYSPRO, 43.2% of those
surveyed said their companies
plan to increase mobile
business software usage. The
advantages of using a mobile
ERP solution, like SYSPRO
Espresso will benefit any
company’s mobile workforce.
www.syspro.com

Technology not
stealing jobs
Job loss is one of the biggest
issues related to AI, machine
learning, neural networks, deep
learning, and robots. People
fear that through automation
companies will shed its
workforce says Gerrit Olivier,
CEO of About IT. Olivier says the
counter-argument is companies
embracing these technologies
will be more profitable, will
therefore manufacture more
goods and provide more services,
Gerrit Olivier, About IT
and need to employ more people
whose jobs will be more complex and more rewarding as a result of
machines assuming the drudgery.
www.aboutitgroup.co.za
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As IoT expands, organisations
are looking for ways to harness
the value that combining
IoT within business process
management (BPM) initiatives
could realise for the business. In
what is described as the ultimate
maturing of traditional BPM
or workflow, business process
socialisation will allow machines
to answer a digitally connected
consumer automatically via
bots, AI or AR, says Richard
Richard Firth, MIP Holdings
Firth, CEO of MIP Holdings.
"This disruptive integration will impact organisations of every type
and size," he adds.
www.mip.co.za

Document quality matters
In creating a positive impression, the quality of your printed
communications can't be ignored says Carro Ford, content
marketing strategist, Xerox. Documents are part of customer
experience. The paper you choose for printing business documents
depends on their intended place in your customer's journey,
and the impression you want to make. “It represents customer
experience and user experience,” says Ford, “The question isn't
whether to paper or not to paper, but how to use the paper you
have, better.”
www.bdsol.co.za

Why you need a
cloud advisory
board
As customers experience a
paradigm shift in how they
do technology, cloud is this
shiny, new thing, explains
NBConsult's Group CEO,
Nicolas Blank. "When a
company starts going to the
cloud, they look at how they
can solve problems by going
to the cloud," he adds. This
means that they'll pick a
single application, migrate
it and then use that to learn.
And then these learnings are
fed back to a cloud advisory
board. For Nicolas, when a
business has a cloud advisory
board in place, it's easier to
decide what applications and
workloads would benefit
most from a migration to the
cloud and what deployment
model best suits your unique
needs.
www.nbconsult.co.za

Digitallyenhanced PPPs
Digital technology at
public-private partnerships
(PPPs), are by nature
large-scale projects that
draw on a multitude of
resources, including
funding, skills and
expertise, and innovation
capability and capacity,
says Vino Govender,
executive: strategy,
mergers and acquisitions,
and innovation at DFA.
These projects can deliver
public services to business
and citizens as well as value
to the private industry
partners. Meaning they
have both a public service
delivery and business- and
operating-model aspect
to them with digital
technologies enhancing
both delivery and
management of PPPs.
www.dfafrica.co.za

COMPANY NEWS

TECHFORUM
Secure business websites
For small and medium enterprises a website is an integral part of
its business. However, a website alone is not enough and business
owners are expected to provide a secure website platform for
users to browse and inquire from, says Kendra Houston-McMillan,
Training Consultant, CS Interactive Training.
www.csinteractivetraining.com

Top five big, innovative ideas from Xerox
This year marks the 80th anniversary of the invention of
xerography, a remarkable feat that touches just about everyone
on the planet. Xerox is credited with bringing xerography to
the world, but it was Chester Carlson who invented the actual
process in 1938. Without this single invention, Xerox could not
have created any of the thousands of innovations its scientists and
engineers have created in the years since.
www.bdsol.co.za

To thwart a hacker
Challenge questions are those questions that you set up with your
own personal answers to help Web sites know that it's you, not
a hacker. This only works if you are the only one who knows the
answers, says Alissa Johnson, Chief Information Security Officer
at Xerox. Most of the time, we answer our challenge questions
truthfully and this is how the hacker wins. Questions about your
mother's maiden name, dog's name, and favourite colour are easy
to answer by looking at your various social media accounts.
www.bdsol.co.za

Effective service management solutions
To be effective, service management solutions must offer five key
functions: work orders, scheduling & dispatch, service history,
analytics and service contracts, says Jane Thomson, MD at EOH
Infor Services, Infor's Master Partner in Africa (operating as a
Gold Partner). These functions must work together to achieve
the overarching service management goal; to maximise service
supply chains. "Service supply chains are often more complex than
the supply chain of finished goods. As a framework to structure
IT-related activities, and the interactions of IT personnel with
customers, strategic service management meets the needs of the
customer without undue complexity or supplier cost," she says.
www.eoh.co.za

Three ways
technology can help
us fight corruption
Transparency is the cure to
the disease that is corruption,
according to Tallen Harmsen,
head of cyber security at
IndigoCube. Harmsen believes
technology can be used in three
ways to foster transparency in
our organisations, both public
Tallen Harmsen, IndigoCube
and private: transparency
through data, accountability through behaviour and threat
intelligence.
www.indigocube.co.za

How to build
a successful
cyber security
awareness
programme
Training your employees
on how to follow basic
security policy, identify
suspicious e-mails and
behaviour, and report
any problems they
encounter or suspect
will significantly reduce
an organisation's cyber
risk, says Dan Thornton,
Dan Thornton, GoldPhish
director and founder, at
GoldPhish. Developing a strong cyber security culture should be
the end result for any successful awareness programme.
www.goldphish.com

Non-compliance:
leading organisations down the rabbit hole
Although cyber crime is destructive, the increase in incidents
is achieving one positive: people are finally talking about the
risks, understanding the dangers their organisation's face, and
putting strategies together to prevent cyber attacks. One of the
ways businesses can achieve this is to ensure they comply with
regulatory standards, says Simeon Tassev, MD and QSA at Galix
Networking. “Every business has the capacity to improve, and
performing a compliance exercise helps them achieve the best
measure of where they are and what they still need to do,” says
Tassev. Compliance is critical, and will soon be expected of every
organisation.
www.galix.com

Home Secure
J2 Software, a leading
supplier of information
security, governance, risk
and compliance solutions,
has announced the launch
of J2 Home Secure, aimed
at protecting both home
and personal users from
online fraud and cyber
threats. John McLoughlin,
CEO of J2 Software, says
there is a growing trend
in online fraud targeting
consumers, which
includes invoice fraud,
John McLoughlin, J2
fake adverts and refund
scams. McLoughlin notes small businesses and individuals are
particularly at risk. "Both home and SME users are aware of the
risks, but both are left out in the cold to handle things themselves,
which is why we launched our SME Secure solution for smaller
businesses.”
www.j2.co.za
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INDUSTRY INSIGHT: TRUSTWORTHINESS

Take the trust test
It's time for the channel to reignite trust by adding true value to the enduser experience to develop better relationships across the board.

Paul Stuttard, Director, Duxbury Networking

A

ccording to a study by the acclaimed
American social psychologist Amy
Cuddy, business leaders are often judged
by their trustworthiness. "Your ability
to establish, build and maintain trust
is critical for your ability to lead," she
reportedly says.
In my experience, not all business leaders
succeed in communicating their values and
purpose clearly, contributing to trust issues
among customers, clients, employees and
other stakeholders.
I believe trust should be viewed as one
of the most, if not the most, important
attributes of the modern organisation.
Trust is the confidence generated by two
complementary qualities that should
be evident in leadership: character
and competence. In this light, success
can often be related to the viability of
the organisation's network of positive
relationships, which are supported by its
leaders and reflect the corporate culture.
Bill McDermott, CEO of multinational
software company SAP, says: "Trust is the
ultimate human currency; it's earned in
drops and you can lose it in buckets if you
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don't make it a priority." He adds that the
'net present value of a more satisfied and
more loyal customer is the biggest value
driver [in business today]' and that 'a 5%
improvement in [customer] retention is the
equivalent of a 95% improvement in profits'.
While many companies are adept at
measuring, from many perspectives, most
metrics linked to performance (market
penetration, revenue streams, sales
objectives and the like), they are unlikely to
measure their levels of trustworthiness.
Companies in the distribution chain
need to maintain a deeper understanding
of the complexities of customer experience
management.
In the South African context, and within
the IT industry characterised by its threetier marketing model, trust must of necessity
be multifaceted. Customers (end-users) need
to have trust in their dealers who, in turn,
must trust distributors for support, technical
backup and training. Distributors must have
faith (and trust) in their vendors to deliver
on their promises when it comes to deadlines
and technology advances.
If trust is not, or cannot, be effectively
measured, then perhaps more effort should go
into measuring and managing the customer
experience which, according to McDermott,
is closely allied to the trust factor.
For example, do channel partners (be they
vendors or distributors) have appropriate
management and reporting software in place
in their contact and call centres, with the
necessary applications, to ensure service
level agreements (SLAs) are adhered to and
user expectations are met and, hopefully,
exceeded?
What do the various departments (sales,
marketing, support, logistics) within IT
companies contribute to the end-user
experience and what systems are in place to
report on their successes and failures? Perhaps
more importantly, what systems and policies
are able to manage the customer experience?
Organisations should thus be challenged
to review their SLAs with a view to
tightening their objectives against the
backdrop of the increasing need to remain

viable and relevant in a changing and evermore competitive marketplace.
Managers should look beyond the simple
dictum that all telephone calls must be
answered within a specified time, to
examine the performance of key staff and
how effectively and professionally incoming
calls are handled and how efficiently
queries are resolved.
Are problems surfacing due to a
staff member's lack of knowledge and
insightfulness? If so, what remedial action
or training programmes are in place to
improve service delivery to the caller?
In my experience, and relating the issue
of trust within the enterprise networking
environment with which I have been
linked for decades, companies in the
distribution chain need to maintain a
deeper understanding of the complexities of
customer experience management.
Executives need to have detailed
knowledge of what motivates both
customer-facing and support staff to do
better and follow the corporate vision.
It is not as easy as offering competitive
salaries and shorter working hours. It starts
with leadership that earns trust through
behaviour that is commended, applied and
replicated.
I am reminded by Simon Sinek,
the author, motivational speaker and
organisational consultant, that trust is
built where there is shared risk. Thus, all
participants in the distribution chain, from
pre- and post-sales staff and call centre
agents, to account managers, marketing
professionals and company bosses, must be
as invested in the selling of solutions and
the garnering of profits.
Over the years, many industry insiders
have seen the distribution channel as a
necessary evil. Some view it with suspicion
as, to them, it apparently provides few valueadded benefits to resellers and end-users.
It's time for the channel to re-ignite
trust by adding true value to the end-user
experience and in so doing develop better,
more trusted relationships across the
board.

INDUSTRY INSIGHT: SHORT-FORM VIDEO

The phenomena of short-form video

Jessica King is coordinator at ZTE

S

hort-form video is defined as any video
shorter than five minutes. Some of
the most popular short-form video apps
globally include Snapchat, Instagram and
Music.ly, although in China's booming
market, there are more than 12 popular
apps being used.
Why is short-form video so popular?
The content is created by users, can be
viewed anytime, anywhere and on any
screen. It is personalised and interactive.
There are three forms of content: usergenerated content, professional usergenerated content and partner-generated
content (advertising).
Research indicates that less
developed countries are easily driven
by smartphones. India is one example
where when the Internet base took on
an exponential growth rate, it skipped a
technical generation by bypassing PCs and
going directly to mobile devices.
In 2013, India's Internet user base
increased rapidly as budget smartphones
were launched onto the market. The
introduction of Jio low-price strategy
smartphone service rates drove pricing
down even further. Video apps currently
have a 52% penetration in India, according
to ZTE R&D research centre stats.

What is the potential of short-form
video?
The answer is: immense. Let's compare
usage in India and China as it gives a good
picture of the market potential. India's
top platform VivaVideo is being used 21.7
times per week per user compared to
China's platform Kuaishou, which is being
used 283.8 times per week per user.
The content is created by users, can be
viewed anytime, anywhere and on any
screen.
India's video segment is currently
where China's was in 2010. In the first half
of 2017, Tencent spent a huge $350 million
for a stake in Kuaishou, while Alibaba
announced Tudo will be transformed into
a short-form video platform.
In China, from 2016 to 2018, the high
return on investment drove big capital
investors towards short-form video
platforms and to content producers.
So what are the benefits for operators to
run short-form video platforms?
South African operators have already
jumped onto this bandwagon, with
Vodacom's Video Play app, MTN's Play
app, Telkom's LIT app and Cell C's Black.
The challenges we face include the
high cost of content introduction,
monopolisation of premium content, a
complex network environment and lack
of effective marketing.
Telecoms assets can allow operators
to run marketing promotions, instead of
cash investments, such as in China. As an
example, operators could run zero-rated
data campaigns to motivate users, use
airtime refunds and run SMS marketing.
Through technologies such as smart
user profile recommendations, we can
now deliver specific content to users
based on their gender, age, location,
search history and linked friends, which
creates a much higher user satisfaction
and success rate.
Latest stats show 90% of all Internet
traffic will be video-based by 2019, 92%
of mobile viewers share videos and 800
million people use Instagram.
People are 85% more likely to
buy a product after viewing a video.

Locally, telecommunications brands
are encouraging consumers to consume
and create more video, by reducing data
costs: the MTN Shortz platform allows
local-content providers to distribute
their content to the mobile operator's
customers; Telkom has reduced data costs
and introduced its LIT service to increase
streaming; and Vodacom's Video Play app
allows customers to watch more video.
Viacom in September announced a shift
in focus from linear to digital, with Kelly
Day, president of Viacom Digital Studios,
stating: "There is an increasing realisation
that the days of trying to build your
own network and Web site, then acquire
and monetise an audience is hard and
incredibly expensive."
The following are examples of how
Viacom is taking its staple popular
brand and producing fresh short-form
versions:
• Bikini Bottom Mysteries, a series of fiveminute episodes culled from existing
Spongebob material and aimed at 18- to
34-year-old Facebook users.
• A reworking of MTV series Cribs coproduced with and exclusively for
distribution on SnapChat funded with
shared sponsorship deals. Shot vertically
to fit the platform's format, the 16 threeminute shows produced to date have had
'tens of millions of views', Day said.
• Between the Scenes slice of The Daily
Show distributed on Facebook and
YouTube, in which host Trevor Noah
talks to camera, has been streamed 150
million times and landed Noah his first
two Emmy nominations.
• A deal with Twitter brings red-carpet
coverage and four show formats,
including MTV News and BET Breaks,
to the social media service's live TV
platform.
BBC Studios CEO Tim Davie used his
keynote speech at IBC2018 to announce
a new fund to back high-end short-form
projects. Moreover, former Walt Disney
Studios chairman Jeffrey Katzenberg
announced earlier this month that he had
raised $1 billion to invest in a new short-form
platform in which Viacom has invested.
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INDUSTRY INSIGHT: CYBER SECURITY

Hive-mind of apps secures
cyber resiliency
Synergies will be the most important advance in corporate cyber security
in the near future.

Tallen Harmsen, Head of cyber security
at IndigoCube

L

ack of synergy between applications
means those businesses trying to get a
single pane of glass view into their security
environments achieve little. They typically
get plain old information-sharing. What
they really need to do is mature their
security posture.
This will help them to go beyond
managing their security applications
through a single tool, unified console, or
dashboard that integrates information
from a variety of sources throughout their
environment.
They'll also get synergies. By that I
mean the interaction and cooperation of
all the elements in their environment,
collaborating toward a common goal to
secure the environment, building one upon
another, double-checking one another and
learning from one another.
Artificial intelligence (AI) provides the
necessary analytics and learning capabilities
to achieve it. It'll give administrators
and the applications under their care a
constant feedback loop that enhances every
assimilated cyber security system that
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ultimately creates a hive-mind system of
near impenetrable systems.
The ultimate goal is exceptional cyber
resiliency.
Resiliency emerges from cohesion,
everything working together, resulting in
the ability to even pre-empt events so that
security systems are no longer waiting for
input from administrators or nefarious
elements, but rather taking steps to
mitigate even before problems arise.
Resiliency emerges from cohesion,
everything working together, resulting in
the ability to even pre-empt events.
This cohesion implies a back and forth.
Most systems today have an element of
analytics and intelligence built into them so
if we can unite them, we can detect events
far earlier in their lifecycles.
Detecting from multiple sources means
we can more accurately and quickly identify
false positives since one system can query
another for a probability. Being able to do
that means we can lock down what must
be locked down when someone or their bot
is sniffing around. Or we can stop malware
propagation across the network and devices
before it gets much past ground zero.
We can lock down access to sources
outside the network, or inside if it's the
work of an agent provocateur. We can also
begin tracking the source, identifying the
culprit, and gathering data for actionable
law enforcement.
One system on its own is incapable of
that kind of rapid, accurate, intelligent
action today. A firewall, for example, can
reasonably be expected to check every
packet coming in or leaving, but it may be
no good at preventing the propagation of
malware once activated by a user from an
innocuous-looking attachment. A system
administrator can later trace the source
of the infected attachment and prevent
further mails from domains and IPs, but it
may be too late by then.
Working together, a firewall, antivirus, and malware and spam blocker can
intelligently perform all of those activities in

the blink of an eye.
Initial stimulation from human
administrators and perhaps some preinstallation, lab-based intelligence, coupled
with best practice, can get the ball rolling
but a smart AI will learn as it encounters
new threats, constantly staying at the
forefront of mitigations.
That capability, distributed among the
applications in the security environment,
becomes a cohesive hive of agents acting
increasingly intelligently and in unison,
with the ability to elastically absorb or eject
new or old systems attached to the network
on an ongoing basis.
Rather than collaborate or orchestrate,
we can have the systems themselves
learning, updating one another, and relying
on one another for checks and balances. The
human element remains important both to
develop the baseline responses as well as to
retain overall control.
These synergies will mature an
organisation's security stance, deriving a
level of resiliency unprecedented today.
Synergies will be the most important
advance in cyber security in our near future.
But that future is not yet probable.
Proprietary solutions kill the ability to
achieve this outcome. Alliances and
partnerships, many of which are taking
place, are great for the industry and
customers who will use the solutions.
The issue is not integration. It's sharing
the information, beyond the analytics
shared with security information and event
management (SIEM) already happening. We
need mitigation capability-sharing, event
information-sharing, sharing information
on what actions have occurred, actions
applications have taken, of probabilities,
and it has to be between applications
not the hub-and-spoke process used for
sharing information with SIEMs.
The only way to get this to work is to get
vendor buy-in based on a standard for open
collaboration. Networking is headed this
way with software-defined networking and
now we need to get security there.

INDUSTRY INSIGHT: SOCIAL MEDIA

Struggling with social
technologies?
or recommend new members to the
community.
Ironically, although customer
engagement is a top priority, our
research at the University of Pretoria's
School of IT, Department of Informatics,
shows many organisations are struggling
to retain their social technology users.
In fact, a majority of users discontinue
engaging on social technology platforms

Rennie Naidoo, Associate professor, School of IT,
Department of Informatics, University of Pretoria

S

ocial technologies such as Facebook,
LinkedIn, Wiki, Twitter and YouTube
are beneficial because they can help
organisations to collaborate more closely
with their most loyal users to (1) generate
novel ideas, (2) design and develop
new products and services, (3) host
conversations about new offerings, (4)
share and disseminate knowledge, (5)
influence evaluations and actions, and
(6) predict the outcomes of strategy and
competitive tactics, among many other
capabilities.
And unlike traditional communities,
IT can help business achieve all of this
at lower costs, in real-time, with wider
reach, and greater communication
efficacy.
Social technologies are typically
organised around a network of related
users who join a community. Users are
able to create and share content, enabling
them to engage in conversations. Some
social technologies enable users to rate and
also express their approval or disapproval
of the content. Users are also able to add

Interacting on social
media can increase a
customer's vulnerability,
so it is important that
customers believe the
organisation will behave
ethically.

shortly after they join and never return.
Here are five key steps you can take to
build and retain a critical mass of social
technology users and reap the benefits of
an engaging online community:
Make social media an important
part of your customer's overall brand
experience
Online brand communities can still
learn valuable lessons from traditional
brand communities. For HarleyDavidson, building an engaging user
community is not just about product,
it is about a lifestyle. Created in 1983
and boasting over a million members,
the Harley Owners Group is meaningful
to customers because of the overall
experience it provides.

Strengthen trust using expert-led
discussions and recommendations
Interacting on social media can increase a
customer's vulnerability, so it is important
that customers believe the organisation will
behave ethically. Created in 2000, Procter
& Gamble's Being Girl is able to foster open
discussions because the content for teenage
girls on topics such as menstruation, eating
disorders, acne and dating is provided by
credible experts.
Enhance the status and image of
community members
Interacting on social media can increase a
customer's vulnerability, so it is important
that customers believe the organisation will
behave ethically.
Social processes can influence the
customer's commitment to engage.
Customers like to claim membership and
affiliation with brand communities they
strongly identify with. They feel a sense
of personal ownership and take pride in
engaging on such platforms. Customers on
SAP's Community Network, a community
of over 2.5 million engaged members, can
gain an expert reputation by making quality
contributions to the community.
Answer customer questions promptly
Our research also confirms that
responsiveness is positively associated with
social media engagement. Sephora's Beauty
Talk is not just a forum to sell products.
Customers can also ask questions and
Sephora is able to respond promptly to
requests for support or inquiries.
Offer incentives to engaging customers
Customers also place value on the tangible
benefits of being a community member. Fans
belonging to the Lego Ideas community are
awarded a percentage of the product sales
for design ideas that are taken to market.
Implement these five steps to build a critical
mass of engaging users and improve your
chances of developing valuable co-creating
relationships with social technologies.
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The Public Sector ICT Forum was established in 2016 to provide a
focused platform and opportunity for public sector ICT decisionmakers to come together to engage and discuss topics that are key
to the local public sector.
Directed by a board made up of government IT officers (GITOs) and chief
information officers (CIOs) and including representatives from SITA and GITOC,
the forum provides online and event-based thought-leadership and knowledgesharing platforms.
The forum gives CIOs the opportunity to listen to and engage with leading
local and international speakers to provoke dialogue, spark ideas and generate
concepts that can be taken back to their areas of work. This is an informal
community that encourages collaboration and thought in the name of improved
service delivery.

This is an exclusive community for top-level public sector
ICT decision-makers: the CIO, GITO or DG/DDG focused on ICT
strategy within your government department (national or
provincial level) or at a parastatal. Membership is free, but
applications are vetted to ensure exclusivity.

To become a member, please go to
bit.ly/2psg2E6
or email us on
PSICTF@brainstormmag.co.za
or tweet us
@PSICTForum

COMPANY NEWS

SECURITY
Don't leave the doors open
Cyber security company Panda Security has launched Panda
Patch Management, a solution that manages vulnerabilities
and their corresponding updates and patches, both for systems
and hundreds of applications. Panda Patch Management is a
key module in Panda Security's comprehensive cyber security
architecture. It reinforces vital prevention capabilities, drastically
reducing the attack surface on endpoints. The module integrates
seamlessly with Panda's Aether management platform, which
facilitates rapid response to security incidents, enables isolation
of compromised devices and applies updates in real-time. Panda
Patch Management can be added to Panda protection solutions,
including Endpoint Protection, as well as the new-generation
offerings Adaptive Defense and Adaptive Defense 360.
www.pandasecurity.com

Dallmeier – a portrait in 100 seconds

Successful IAMG protocols

Company in 100 seconds

It’s becoming increasingly important that organisations constantly
manage and control employee access to information and systems
within the organisation. Philip Yazbek, industrial psychologist at
consulting firm Bizmod, says the responsibility of governing and
protecting information and data lies with the organisation, and
as such an identity access management and governance (IAMG)
protocol needs to be in place. "I strongly recommend creating a
dedicated project team, as internal access management teams
rarely have the capacity and expertise to manage an IAMG project
on their own," says Yazbek, “An IAMG project, however, should
not be under-estimated, it is time consuming and complicated.”
www.bizmod.co.za

Hi-tech company Dallmeier is a global player in the video security
industry. A 100-second TV profile by television station TVA shows
how the company insists on keeping development and production
at its own facility in Regensburg, contributing to the economic
strength of the region of Eastern Bavaria.
www.dallmeier.com

INDUSTRY SOLUTIONS
Bringing order to chaos
Syrex, an ICT and ISP provider based in South Africa, found itself
mired in a sea of conflicting systems, managing 50 products and over
a 100 employees on nine different platforms. Invoices were dropped,
employees were overwhelmed, and valuable time was wasted.
When a partner recommended ConnectWise, Ralph Berndt, Syrex's
sales director, was intrigued. "At that stage, we were using multiple
systems. Then, when we came across ConnectWise, we found that
there was a product that could consolidate all the interfaces for us,"
Berndt said, adding that they were convinced by "the complexity yet
the ultimate simplicity of ConnectWise".
www.connectwise.com

Gaining peace of mind
In 2015, PG Bison, South Africa's leading manufacturer and primary
upgrader of timber-related products and longstanding EOH client,
set about replacing an outdated ERP version with the latest upgrade.
On go-live of the main ERP upgrade milestone, the company
discovered performance problems with the new environment, and
experienced frequent SQL downtime and instability. To address the
issues, EOH actioned a decisive strategy including splitting the files
onto different drives to improve the ease of input/output operations,
optimally configured the temporary database files, and put daily
maintenance functions in place, which included index rebuilding or
re-organising and statistics updates – as well as a backup strategy.
www.eoh.co.za

Interesting details on hacking
Thycotic, a provider of privileged access management solutions for
more than 10 000 organisations worldwide, released the findings
from its 2018 Black Hat survey of more than 300 hackers. Nearly
70% of which, help organisations improve security and identify
as ‘white hat hackers’. The findings reflect hackers' perspectives
on vulnerabilities and attack vectors they find easiest to exploit.
According to the findings, 50% of hackers say they easily
compromised both Windows 10 and Windows 8 within the past
year. It is important to remember that operating systems are only
as secure as the people using them, and the configurations applied.
www.thycotic.com

TECHFORUM
Control costs
There are several
methods of
accounting that
can be utilised with
Xerox devices and
printers. Cheryl
Otstott, social
media project
manager, Forums
and At Your Service
Blog at Xerox, says all of the accounting methods help you to track
and/or restrict usage of the printer. Accounting also helps you to
control costs. The available accounting methods vary by printer;
they may come with the device or they may be available as an
option depending on the printer you have. Please review the online
support for your machine to find out what accounting methods are
available to you.
www.bdsol.co.za
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Events Calendar
2019

FEBRUARY

TRAINING AND E-LEARNING

Security, software skills
top demand list

ITWeb Cloud
Summit 2019

Date: 12 February
Venue: The Forum,
Bryanston

ITWeb Governance,
Risk & Compliance 2019
Date: 20 February
Venue: The Forum,
Bryanston

MARCH
ITWeb Business
Intelligence & Analytics
Summit 2019
Date: 12 & 13 March
Venue: The Forum,
Bryanston

APRIL
ITWeb Business
Automation
Summit 2019
Date: 9 April
Venue: The Forum,
Bryanston

MAY
ITWeb Security
Summit 2019
Date: 22 May
Venue: Cape Town

By: SIBAHLE MALINGA

M

ore than 40% of organisations are
having difficulties filling vacant ICT
positions, particularly information security
roles and software engineering roles.
These were some of the findings of
ITWeb's Skills Survey that was conducted in
partnership with ICT certifications provider
CompTIA to identify ICT skills shortages in
the local ICT ecosystem.
According to survey respondents, who are
largely senior-level ICT decision-makers,
the hardest to fill vacancies over the past
12 months have been information security,
with 19% of respondents identifying this
area. Software engineers and technical
support are the positions next most
in demand, with each cited by 14% of
respondents.
In addition, although artificial Intelligence
(AI) is in its infancy within business
applications, 9% reported that they had
been unable to fill an AI-related vacancy.
Right skills, right time
Loraine Vorster, VP of Business Development
Africa at CompTIA, believes that having the
right ICT skills at the right time is a challenge
for most local organisations.
"Our customers are reporting a continued
loss of experienced skills to emigration
and other industries, and not necessarily
to competitors. A growing skills gap at the
experienced level is of grave concern and
requires companies to focus on upskilling
existing employees to fill these gaps," she
adds.
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However, a lack of suitably skilled
candidates is the predominant reason the
vacancies had been unfilled, with 44% of
respondents choosing that option.
The inability of the organisation to pay
enough to attract the much-needed talent
was the second most chosen option, and
a lack of work experience was the third
reason.
Asked which skills were generally lacking
within their existing employees, 29% of
respondents cited practical technical skills.
When it comes to non-technical skills,
18% said employees lacked the ability to
manage their own development, while
16% identified a lack of management skills
and 10% believed their employees lacked
problem-solving skills.
Planning ahead, the skills identified as
being most crucial in the next 12 months
were software development, cloud, and
information security.
Upskilling employees
The positive news for current employees
was that 58.9% of respondents were trying
to solve the challenge presented by a lack of
suitable candidates for these vacancies by
upskilling existing staff members.
This correlates with the wider need
to upskill employees in general, as
technologies evolve and become more
complex. In fact, 77% of respondents
identified the need to sharpen internal skills
of current employees as increasing; 20%
said the need was static and 4% said the
need was actually decreasing.
The majority of respondents said they
were taking steps to overcome the ICT
staffing challenges by upskilling existing
employees (59%), using additional
recruitment methods such as headhunting
(18%), and increasing the salaries offered
for these positions (13%).
While training and upskilling were seen
as reliable ways to grow existing employees,
when it comes to hiring students, the
majority of respondents wanted experience
rather than youthful enthusiasm. Some
63% of respondents said they hire fewer
than five students or graduates per year.

TRAINING AND E-LEARNING

Curriculum needs overhaul
to address future skills deficit

By: SIMNIKIWE MZEKANDABA

S

outh Africa's school curriculum needs
some changes so that the future workforce
meets the skills requirements of the fourth
industrial revolution.
So said telecoms and postal services minister
Siyabonga Cwele, pointing to the fact that the
curriculum does not equip young people with
the skills needed to do jobs of the future.
There have also been calls across the
industry for a comprehensive plan to develop
more appropriate education programmes to
meet the skills requirements of the fourth
industrial revolution.
"When we look at the current workforce,
we know it needs an intensive reskilling
programme," said Cwele.
"We need to prepare our future workforce...
students and learners from our schools need to
acquire key skills from basic education level.
"If you look at the UK or Germany, for
example, they train children from a young age,
but for us, it starts at high school or university
level. We have to change our curriculum a bit."
More than a bit
Moira de Roche, independent learning
specialist and director of the Institute of IT
Professionals SA, agrees that there is a need to
change the curriculum, but more than just 'a
bit'.
"In an industry 4.0 world, the curriculum
should be reviewed all the time, and set up in
such a way that it is easy to implement. Change
in Industry 4.0 is exponential, not linear.
Curriculum change should follow suit."

De Roche says in changing the curriculum to
address the country's skills challenges, some
hard decisions must be made.
She gives the example of how teaching
Delphi as the programming language at school
should be one of those changes.
Delphi is defined as an integrated
development environment for rapid
application development of desktop, mobile,
Web and console software.
"There is no demand for Delphi skills; here
or anywhere. We also need to look at the soft
or life skills needed for Industry 4.0, such as
critical thinking, ethics and empathy. These
skills can't easily be automated. Policy-makers
must look at what is needed and try to achieve
a balance between traditional content subjects
like history and geography, and the new skills,
with added emphasis on STEM skills."
The country's declining pass rate in subjects
such as mathematics and science, which are
considered critical for STEM skills, has been
openly criticised.
The waning performance in these subjects
has contributed to the lack of progress in
the research and innovation human capital
pipeline over the past decade, according to the
2016 South African Science, Technology and
Innovation indicators report.
Holistic solutions
While there have been utterances from
government about plans to introduce basic
coding in the school's curriculum to futureproof children, some analysts say learning
must be a holistic approach.
To deal with the skills deficit, De Roche
advises, learners must be equipped with skills
they can use now, and that will equip them to
survive in a time of rapid technological change.
"In an ideal world, learners would leave
school with at least one skill which will enable
them to be economically active and survive in
a technology-driven world. Tertiary education
should be viewed as an opportunity to add
more specialisation but not be the only option."
Education can include subjects such as
creative endeavours, scientific discovery,
creative writing, entrepreneurship, social
interaction, and physical dexterity and
mobility, she adds.
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Top Jobs

C# Developer
G4S
7 – 10 Years Experience
Gauteng
R62,000 per month
Ref No: 280635

Snr PHP Developer
ICT RECRUIT
PHP (Laravel FW)
Cape Town
R35,000 per month
Ref No: 280711

Solution Sales Specialist
DOCUMENT ACCOUNTING
SOLUTIONS
Minimum 3 – 4 years Solution Sales
Experience
Gauteng
Negotiable
Ref No: 280694

Lead Developer

E-MERGE RECRUITMENT
C# - if you’ve worked in .NET Core,
you get extra credit
Gauteng
R65,000 per month
Ref No: 280710

Snr Python
Back End Developer

E-MERGE RECRUITMENT
5 years' experience creating /
sustaining commercial open source
systems
Gauteng
R1m per annum
Ref No: 280706

Please visit www.careerweb.co.za and insert the
unique reference number in the job keyword search box
to view more details and to apply.
CareerWeb has over 200 leading companies posting an
average of 230 fresh ICT jobs weekly – it is the place to
search for your ideal ICT job.

EMAIL: ernie@careerweb.co.za
CALL: 011 807 3294

COMPANY NEWS

CHANNEL
Best distributor award

Peter French, Synapsys

South African specialist
distributor Synapsys Systems
was awarded Best Distributor
(EMEA region) at the recent
Global Acronis Partner Awards
2018 ceremony, in Singapore. The
Global Acronis Partner Awards,
were presented for the first time
in seven categories, including
Best Service Provider, Best
Reseller Classic, Best Distributor
and Best Cloud Distributor.
www.synapsys.co.za

Serving the ISP microwave market
NEC XON has appointed MiRO Distribution to distribute its
iPASOLINK iX by NEC microwave transmission equipment, giving
ISPs access to licensed and ICASA-approved technology that
meets regulatory and legislative requirements. The distribution
agreement provides mid-tier ISPs targeted by MiRO Distribution
an end-to-end solution for microwave transmission, from
finance to installation, ICASA applications to training and
after-sales support. "MiRO Distribution will hold stock of NEC's
iPASOLINK equipment in their warehouse, which facilitates faster
deployments for customers, and we supply them multi-band in
single unit equipment that reduces stockholding requirements,"
says Nicholas Krul, account executive at NEC XON.
www.nec.xon.co.za

Risk intelligence solutions
Ovations, the local ICT systems integration and business process
specialist has been appointed as a reseller partner for Arachnys,
a leader in the emerging customer risk intelligence market. The
partnership delivers the Arachnys Customer Risk Intelligence
platform to the South African market to provide an alwayson, always accurate view of an entity, risk decision tools to
prevent bad actors before they exploit a financial institution,
and acquires, curates and orchestrates risk content for precise
decisions. The firms will provide a comprehensive solution for
South African financial institutions to streamline their research
and investigations processes, and decrease the time to on-board
valued clients.
www.ovationsgroup.com

Cognitive analytics grow
The recently released EOH consolidated results for the previous
financial year reveal key information about growth in the IT
industry. According to its reports, the technology service
provider noted particular growth drivers within its industry.
Not surprisingly, among these are big data, artificial intelligence
and analytics, all a core focus of South Africa Qlik Master Reseller
(SAQMR), an EOH company. In general, the development of
solutions that amplify human intelligence has begun to take
greater market share, notes James Hickman, SAQMR MD. SAQMR
has experienced exponential growth in the 2018 financial year
(FY). "We are growing phenomenally in a market that is building
momentum," adds Hickman.
www.saqlik.com
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Powering-up
digital dynamics

Solutions to grow
your business

Commercial printing
companies need to respond
to the ever-changing needs
of their customers. This
resulted in Lesedi 7 Group
bolstering its digital print
facility with a Xerox Versant
3100 colour digital press
from Xerox business partner
XBC-IT and Altron Bytes
Document Solutions. As a
full creative service, litho,
digital and wide format
media business and a onestop printing factory, Lesedi
7 Group has boosted its
production capabilities and
turnaround times with the
Versant. Lesedi Mapheto,
owner of Lesedi 7 Group,
says as a result, the speed,
quality and the ability to
print on a wide range of
media is increasing its
bottom line.
www.bdsol.co.za

As a leading global
manufacturer of POS
hardware, Star Micronics,
along with The Printer
Distribution Company (PDC),
offer a wealth of experience
and expertise in the POS,
mobile POS and mobile
payment marketplaces. Based
in Centurion, with branches
in Cape Town and Durban,
PDC provides market coverage
across Africa, with a product
breadth that meets a diverse
set of customer requirements,
along with the highest level of
support throughout, via Roan
Systems, authorised service
partner for its entire POS
printer range. With one of the
most comprehensive ranges
of POS and kiosk products
available, Star has integrated
POS hardware into some of the
largest retailers worldwide.
www.tpdc.co.za

Securely connecting
Secured Enterprise has
partnered with BlackBerry
to deliver mobile security
solutions to organisations
across South Africa. By
joining the BlackBerry
Enterprise Partner Program,
Secured Enterprise
is demonstrating its
commitment to providing
South African businesses
with a comprehensive
suite of software and
services that addresses
the entire enterprise
with an unparalleled
standard of security. As
more organisations seek
comprehensive solutions to
support a modern workforce,
a software provider with deep
mobile security expertise
and experience is crucial.
With the rise of cyber
threats, Secured Enterprise
understands the importance
of securing the network from
threats 24/7.
www.securedenterprise.com

James Hickman, SA Qlik

Pursuing insights
from analytics
Modernising Management
(a Top 5 South African Qlik
Master Reseller [SAQMR]
Gold and OEM Partner)
recently launched its
innovative Analytics2Insights
platform. James Hickman,
MD at SAQMR, an EOH
company, says there is much
excitement about the value
that this solution will drive
for customers. “We believe
this solution to be a gamechanger,” he adds.
www.saqlik.com

COMPANY NEWS

CHANNEL
Shining again
XContent has been recognised as a finalist for the Microsoft Cloud
Solutions Reseller Partner of the Year. This marks the second year
running that XContent shines in the Microsoft South Africa Partner
Awards. These accolades speak to the consistent impact XContent
has had in the South African market, the strong alignment with
Microsoft and the value being realised by businesses embracing
cloud technology. “We always say XContent has embraced
the Microsoft cloud and never looked back; neither have our
customers," says Danie de Lange, MD.
www.xcontent.com

First South African
Facebook Workplace reseller

Gitex Technology Week

Datacentrix, a provider of high performing and secure ICT
solutions, is poised to assist local companies in simplifying
internal communications, while making them more effective,
with its appointment as the first South African reseller partner for
Workplace by Facebook. Launched in October 2016, Workplace is
a dedicated, secure space for companies of all sizes to use familiar
Facebook features, such as chat, news feeds, events and groups.
Workplace can replace several different methods of communication
within the business environment.
www.datacentrix.co.za

Cradle Technology Services was proud to be one of a select group
of ISV vendors to share Sage's stand at the 38th Gitex Technology
Week in Dubai between 14 and 18 October. Gitex is the biggest
technology show in Asia and MENA, attracting attendees from
more than 120 countries, and Sage is a recognised enterprise
business software solution provider with customers across the
globe. Granite Warehouse Management Software, from Cradle
Technology Services provides granular trace-ability to SAGE 200
Evolution and SAGE 300 cloud.
www.cradle.co.za

COMPUTING
Online translation services
Globalisation is increasing the need for translation services. Which
is why, the Xerox Easy Translator Service, a cloud translation
service, which translates over 35 languages can be the solution.
The Xerox Easy Translator can scan documents, to translating
printed documents through its multifunction printer. The Xerox
multifunction printer with the Xerox ConnectKey technology can
provide draft translations of a hard copy document using the app
available in the Xerox App Gallery.
www.bdsol.co.za

Trends impacting organisations
Mobile apps are changing the way we interact and conduct business
in many industries, says Resolve SP. As networks become faster and
connectivity more reliable on a global scale, mobile apps are moving
towards adopting the latest disruptive technologies, such as the
Internet of things, virtual reality, artificial intelligence or blockchain.
Resolve Solution Partners specialise in mobile technology solutions
that can help organisation drive real business value.
www.resolvesp.com

Changing the face of local computing
The palm-sized CloudGate X desktop alternative is set to take the
South African market by storm. Supporting both Windows 10 Pro
and Linux, this Intel Quad-Core Apollo Lake-based system features
64GB solid state storage as standard, and ships with 4GB RAM. It
also features three USB 2.0 ports along with VGA, HDMI, SPDIF,
and RJ45 plus it also features an internal slot to expand storage
capacity up to 320GB. From a connectivity perspective, it has Wifi,
Bluetooth and 1Gbit LAN capabilities.
www.cloudgate.co.za

Impact of machine learning
ITR Technology says machine learning, a type of AI, provides
computers with the ability to learn without being explicitly
programmed. This means machine learning deals with systems that
can learn from past data and experience to improve performance
of a particular task. Sooner or later, machine learning will also
be applied to ITSM to change the way help-desks work. The
benefits might include predicting issues and problems proactively,
improving search capabilities and knowledge management, and
classifying and routing issues with greater ease.
www.itrtech.co.za

COMPANY NEWS
To read the FULL company releases, visit

www.itweb.co.za

Contact sales@itweb.co.za for any sales enquiries.
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COMPANY NEWS

ENTERPRISE
Revolutionary
digital solution
Altron Bytes Managed
Solutions (Altron
BMS), is partnering
with Nasdaq listed
MicroStrategy, a
worldwide leader in
enterprise analytics
and mobile software,
to provide a digital
security access
solution that addresses enterprise security threats. “We are on the
brink of a massive shift in enterprise security and authentication,”
says Chad Baker, MD, Altron BMS, “We have the right technology
solutions to enable customers to tackle this challenge, and it's
becoming critical for organisations to make information security a
top priority.”
www.bytesms.co.za

Six million policies
easiPol, the insurance administration solution from RubiBlue,
has officially recorded six million policies as of August 2018.
The web-based subscription management platform has played a
pivotal role in the effective management and control of policies
and subscriptions in the South African space and continues to
show growth in the current economic climate. "It’s an incredible
achievement to have reached six million policies with our easiPol
platform," says Chris Ogden, CEO, RubiBlue. "The platform
continues to grow in reach and capability and is the only product
of its kind that services this market."
www.rubiblue.co.za

5G Field Lab
ZTE Corporation has
announced it worked with KPN
to successfully complete the
test of the first 5G application
for Precision Agriculture on the
experimental farm Kompas,
Drenthe, in The Netherlands.
This was done in co-operation
with the Province of Drenthe,
Wageningen University &
Research, Dronehub GAE
Foundation, Agrifac and
Innovation Veenkoloni"en.
ZTE Corporation is a major
international provider
of telecommunications,
enterprise and consumer
technology solutions for the
mobile Internet. The test
employs a camera drone to
take very accurate images of
a potato cultivation field. ZTE
and partners are committed to
discovering the value of 5G.
www.zte.com
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Expanding to
the UK
SynergERP (a South African
ERP Sage implementation
partner) plans to make its
mark in the UK, starting
with its first international
office there. The company
has the right drive,
expertise, industry
experience and track
record of successful ERP
software implementations to
accomplish this achievement.
SynergERP is an awardwinning provider of Sage
Business Cloud Enterprise
Management (formerly
known as Sage X3). For the
past 25 years, the company
has been serving medium
to enterprise companies in
the manufacturing, financial
services, distribution and
general services industries.
www.synergerp.com
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Content Services Platforms
OpenText, the global leader in Enterprise Information
Management, has been positioned as a leader in Gartner's 2018
Magic Quadrant for Content Services Platforms. "OpenText's
vision for the intelligent and connected enterprise is rooted in our
longstanding market leadership in content services. As companies
embrace the power of AI, automation and IoT, the value and
volume of data and content are rapidly increasing," says Mark J
Barrenechea, Vice-Chair, CEO and CTO, OpenText. “The company
has been investing heavily in this vision and our customers
continue to benefit from our investment in cloud, our vibrant
partner ecosystem, and our continued commitment developing
new and innovative applications."
www.opentext.com

Cost to serve is key
Supply chain profitability can be improved by looking at cost
to serve (CTS) says supply chain optimisation firm Resolve
Solution Partners. The CTS approach identifies specific actions
to maximise the organisation's bottom line, by calculating how
much it costs to serve the customer through the existing supply
chain. Calculating what it costs to deliver a product and service
to the customer, and comparing it with the invoiced amount,
can determine whether your business is at an overall profit or
loss. Assuming the production cost stays the same, the overall
profitability is calculated after subtracting the production costs
from the sales price.
www.resolvesp.com

Make program management more efficient
The shift to digital processes and information flows means
more can be accomplished, but it also eliminates paper trails
and physical reminders sitting on desks. Project managers and
participants can get overwhelmed tracking overall progress and
due dates of personal deliverables. E-mail and personal memory
are not effective project management tools. The solution is to
leverage the power and reach of your ECM system by introducing
the automated "Reminders" feature in OpenText Connected
Workspaces.
www.opentext.com

Business
management
platform
Software firm
ConnectWise has
commissioned
Forrester Consulting,
an internationally
recognised,
independent research firm to analyse the total economic impact
of the ConnectWise platform. When it comes to technology,
people want to know if the investment is worth the cost and
time to implement. The study, 'The Total Economic Impact of
the ConnectWise Platform', quantifies the benefits of using the
ConnectWise platform, allowing partners to see their potential
return on investment.
www.connectwise.com

COMPANY NEWS

ENTERPRISE
Current state of IoT deployment
A new independent survey from VansonBourne, sponsored by
Software AG (Frankfurt TecDAX: SOW), found one in four Global
Fortune 2000 enterprises rank Internet of things (IoT) deployment
as the most important initiative in their organisation, yet 90%
experience barriers to effective implementation and expansion due
to lack of IoT expertise and skills in-house. The survey queried 800
senior IT and business decision-makers at organisations with a
global annual revenue of $500 million and higher across 13 different
countries in North America, Europe and Asia Pacific. The respondents
came from organisations that are deploying IoT platforms.
www.softwareag.com

Showcasing new module at
Salesforce Basecamp
Zensar, a leading digital solutions and technology services
company that specialises in partnering with global organisations
across industries on their digital transformation journeys,
announced the launch of its three-in-one insurance module in
South Africa. It’s a custom data module designed for the insurance
industry, developed leveraging Salesforce Community Cloud. The
module enables a single, centralised three-in-one view across
consumer, agent and employee data. Zensar showcased the
solutions at Salesforce Basecamp Cape Town.
www.zensar.com

TELECOMS
PwC 2018 Top Global Innovation
100 Study recognises ZTE
ZTE has been ranked among the top 100 by PwC in its latest report:
The 2018 Global Innovation 1000 Study, published at the end of
October 2018. According to PwC's study, ZTE ranks 77th among
global innovators, and is the only Chinese telecommunications
company included on the list. This study analyses spending patterns
of the world's 1 000 largest publicly listed corporate R&D spenders.
www.zte.com

Winning awards
ZTE has won Best New
Cloud-Native VNF, Best
New Automation &
Management, Best New
Cloud Infrastructure,
Best New Open Source
Product, Best Network
Edge and Best New
Edge & Access Solution
at the SDN NFV World
Congress, held in
The Hague, Netherlands. The awards showcase ZTE's innovation
capability and leading position in the SDN/NFV field.
www.zte.com

ZTE remains
committed to
leading 5G
innovations
ZTE has reiterated the
corporation's strong
commitment to lead 5G
innovations globally. As a resul
the company has invested
significantly in 5G wireless,
core network; bear network,
access, chip-set and other
core R&D fields. By 2018, ZTE
had filed applications for over
69 000 patents globally, with
more than 30 000 granted
worldwide, including over
1 700 5G-related patent
applications globally. In
August 2018, ZTE completed
the IMT-2020 (5G) Phase III
NSA core network test and
IMT- 2020 (5G) Phase III NSA
3.5 GHz field test.
www.zte.com

Tjaart de Wet, Q-KON SA

Heavy demand for
training in SA
Q-KON South Africa, a leading
importer and distributor of
next-generation UC solutions,
hosted a hands-on technical
training day for companies in
Gauteng based on the Synway
line of VOIP and SIP products.
Tjaart de Wet, MD of Q-KON
SA, said Synway products are
new to the South African VOIP
and SIP market.
www.qkonsa.co.za

FINANCIAL
Benefits of services

Net profit in Q3

Managed IT services, is an investment and as with all
investments, it's only normal to consider the return it
can bring. With managed IT services, there are a number
of benefits that directly translate into cost savings states
Syntelo. The IDC conducted research on the value managed
IT services provide business and found that for every 100
users, just under R400 000 could be saved annually. Syntelo
lists financial benefits of managed IT as - user productivity,
reduction in infrastructure expenses, IT staff productivity,
small initial investment, predictable monthly costs, immediate
expert-level support, economy of scale, and overall business
productivity.
www.syntelo.co.za

ZTE South Africa reveals ZTE Corporation has reported a net
profit of RMB564 million for the third quarter. The company
strengthened its cost control, and reduced its sales and
management expenses on a year-on-year basis. In the third
quarter, ZTE posted operating revenue of RMB19.3 billion, and its
R&D investment reached RMB3.47 billion, covering 17.9% of the
quarter's revenue, a year-on-year increase of 6.7%, compared
with 11.2% of the same period last year. According to ZTE's
results announcement, operating revenue of the first nine months
ended 30 September 2018 reached RMB58.8 billion, and net profit
attributable to holders of ordinary shares of the listed company
amounted to RMB-7.26 billion.
www.zte.com
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SOFTWARE
Machine learning for Sage
About IT is bringing machine learning to Sage accounting and
enterprise management software. The focus of its algorithm is user
support helping to both resolving technical issues and better use
the software. "The algorithm will learn from the help file, the best
support technicians and users themselves, eliminating the need for
support calls," says Gerrit Olivier, CEO of About IT, "and users will
have immediate onsite help for their specific issue." Support-related
issues are straightforward tasks for machine learning algorithms to
grasp which then work in helping people do their jobs.
www.aboutitgroup.co.za

Strong performer in IIoT

Marko Salic, Argility

Monetisinge data
Argility, part of the Argility Technology Group, has launched
PredictIT, an analytics platform designed to help companies
convert raw data into actionable insights. Marko Salic, CEO of
Argility, says, “PredictIT leverages predictive modelling, data
science and machine learning to help companies use their data
intelligently to increase sales and drive profitability.”
www.argility.com

Taking technology
expense
management
to the next level

Charting the future
of Documentum with
OT2

Cloud computing is taking
off across Africa's major
markets. Nebula is dedicated
to helping clients optimise
the cost and operational
efficiency of their telecoms
environments. It is clear that
cloud technology is becoming
an increasingly important
part of companies' telecoms
environments, and naturally,
they are going to need a way
to track the consumption
and cost associated with this
technology. Nebula is excited
to announce the release of its
cloud consumption tracking
technology as part of its
industry-leading OneView
solution. The company can
offer a full technology expense
management package, and is
able to track and report on all
an organisation's technologyrelated expenses.
www.nebula.co.za
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When OpenText acquired
Documentum in 2017, it
committed to protecting
its customers' existing
investments in both
Documentum and Content
Server. With OpenText OT2,
announced at Enterprise
World 2018, OpenText
customers can rest assured
their investments are not only
secure, but moving towards
the future. OT2 is OpenText's
next-generation hybrid-cloud
platform that brings together
intelligent automation,
security, and OpenText
Documentum and OpenText
Content Server in a powerful,
unified platform. OT2 delivers
hybrid cloud-based EIM
applications supported by
modern micro-services, all on
a single SaaS platform. In other
words, it's all about delivering
applications in the cloud.
www.opentext.com
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Software AG revealed its positioning as a ‘strong performer’ with
the highest current offering score among other strong performers
in a 24-criteria evaluation of Cumulocity IoT (Internet of things)
in The Forrester Wave: Industrial IoT Software Platforms, Q3 2018.
In this report, of the ‘15 providers that matter most’, Forrester
defines industrial IoT as: "Software solutions that connect to
and manage smart devices and infrastructure in industrial and
manufacturing environments to integrate operational data and
control into business processes." Software AG's Cumulocity IoT is
an open and independent, device-agnostic platform supporting
more than 150 pre-integrated devices and 300+ industrial
protocols.
www.softwareag.com

Purchase-to-Pay solution

SPI, the African distributor for utility software products and
services to the open systems segment of the IT industry and
the southern African reseller for Esker, a leader in document
process automation solutions, has announced the launch of a
new PunchOut catalogue feature for its Purchase-to-Pay (P2P)
automation solution. Esker's new functionality enables users to
‘punch out’ from their procurement application to select online
catalogues so that they can order anything online without leaving
Esker's P2P solution. As a result, users save time while purchasing
at contract-negotiated prices. Esker's cloud-based, AI-powered
platform automates the entire P2P process.
www.spi.co.za

Digitising the
security officer
FlowCentric Security
Systems, the newest
member of the
FlowCentric Group,
launched its flagship
product, Eldir: Digitised
Security Officer (DSO),
at the end of October.
This application is the
brainchild of Adriaan
Denis Bensch, FlowCentric
Heijns, a well-known
professional in the security industry, and ITC industry veteran,
Denis Bensch, who leads the Eldir: DSO product development
and innovation team. The application is built on the battle-tested
FlowCentric Processware platform and is designed to address many
of the costly challenges faced by security companies.
www.flowcentric.com
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SOFTWARE
Delivering intelligent insights to
African business
RubiBlue, intelligent business solutions provider, has developed
and launched DataSight, a crowdsourcing data platform
targeting LSM 4-7 consumers. DataSight is an easy-to-download
application that rewards customers for providing insights into
their brand preferences, lifestyle and education choices. The data,
collated and secured in line with GDPR and POPIA compliance
requirements, provides enterprises with relevant and rich insights
into consumer behaviour and preferences. "DataSight asks
registered users to complete a series of surveys that are tailored to
suit specific market requirements or interests," says Chris Ogden,
CEO, RubiBlue. "As they complete the surveys, they are rewarded
with vouchers for airtime, food or entertainment.”
www.rubiblue.co.za
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INTERNET
5G infrastructure

5G usage

ZTE Corporation showcased
its innovative solutions for
wired and mobile networks
at BBWF 2018, a global
exhibition of network
infrastructure and a flagship
event in the broadband
industry, in Germany. The
company showcased its
5G end-to-end solutions,
including RAN, converged
core network solution
5G Common Core,
Flexhaul, and management
orchestration.
www.zte.com

ZTE Corporation, a major
international provider of
telecommunications, enterprise
and consumer technology
solutions for the mobile
Internet, unveiled its 5G
Common Core solution at the
SDN NFV World Conference
in The Hague, Netherlands.
According to Tu Jiashun,
principal scientist of ZTE
Virtualisation, the company will
launch the commercial version
of this Common Core solution in
the first quarter of 2019.
www.zte.com

No more muddling along
Technology is there to make your life easier. With a little bit
of education, the right tools can take your business to the
next level. However, according to Backup Berry five of the
most common concerns for business today are: choosing from
the different versions of software available; identifying and
understanding the specs of a device prior to purchase; determining
your requirements; HDD space management; cloud storage
corruptions; and choosing the right online storage provider.
www.backupberry.co.za

5G Network Intelligence White Paper
ZTE has released its ‘5G Network Intelligence White Paper’,
featuring ZTE's leading technologies in the 5G arena and in-depth
insights on telecoms development. The white paper aims to address
the internal and external challenges telecoms networks will be
confronted with in the 5G era. This White Paper also focuses on
ZTE's 5G network intelligence research and achievements, aiming
to promote the deep integration of AI technology and the telecoms
field, thereby expecting to address the trend of combining artificial
intelligence technology with the telecoms network.
www.zte.com

SA’s golden
opportunity
The next era of connectivity, 5G,
has tremendous potential to reenergise South Africa's flagging
economy and return the country
to a leadership position on the
African continent. The 5G dream
is one where ubiquitous, highspeed networks deliver digital
services at low-cost, supporting
everything from self-driving
cars to remote medical surgery, new immersive virtual realities, drone
deliveries, AI robots, intelligent agriculture, connected cities, smart
logistics and more. According to Comsol CEO Iain Stevenson, "Access
to the Internet means access to new learning opportunities, new
business opportunities, new technology, software and innovation,
and new markets."
www.comsol.co.za

Taking
the lead in
China’s third
phase 5G tech
R&D test
ZTE has taken the
lead in China's third
phase 5G Technology
R&D Test. The
company was the
industry's first to
complete several
standalone (SA) tests at 3.5GHz as well as all non-standalone (NSA)
tests at 3.5GHz and 4.9GHz, including laboratory functional test, field
test, core network test, AAU RF test and some tests for R16 and future
evolution. ZTE has also participated in China's 5G Technology R&D
Test, with 5G end-to-end products, including 5G base station, 5G
core network and 5G device.
www.zte.com
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HARDWARE
Strong position on exports to Europe
As manufacturer of fibre-optic dome closures, distribution boxes
and various other FTTX accessories, Tank Industries had another
busy year and, at times, had to run three shifts to keep its factory
operating at maximum production, 24 hours a day, to meet massive
orders from international cabling solutions specialist, R&M. The
majority of orders still came from the South African FTTX market,
which grew year on year, with ever-changing product enhancement
demands. Tank Industries has a proven track record in producing
high-end specialist cable accessories solutions.
www.tank.co.za

Interface demos
User interface simulators are a great way to explore the possibilities
and learn more about what is available for your Xerox product,
says Cheryl Otstott, social media project manager, Forums and At
Your Service Blog at Xerox. The interface simulator can also help
you train new operators on how to use the printer. The actual user
interface on the printer is common to all ConnectKey-enabled
multifunction printers, AltaLink and VersaLink printers. With the
printer interface, you can reorder supplies, create a single-touch
scan button that will begin an entire workflow for document
distribution and access the Xerox App Gallery App.
www.bdsol.co.za

New print system available
The new Pro9 Envelope Print System enables print shops and print
houses to take advantage of evolving trends in direct marketing,
while opening up new opportunities in printing invitations and
other high quality mailed products. OKI's Envelope Print System
includes an envelope feeder and conveyer developed by OKI to help
drive productivity. Easy to set up and with great media flexibility,
the Envelope System includes an Envelope Fuser to reduce
wrinkles and ensure uniform print across a wide range of designs.
The envelope system offers brilliant white and striking colour
envelopes.
www.okisa.co.za

Boosting output
ElegantFoil has bought the ground-breaking Xerox Versant 3100
colour digital press from Xerox Business Partner, DigiPress, and
Altron Bytes Document Solutions. ElegantFoil is a commercial
finishing company founded by George Carnell in 1986 as a foiling
business, producing business cards, invitations and letterheads. As
the business grew, its range of services expanded to include diecutting, creasing, embossing and digital printing on a much larger
scale, and it has long been a Xerox customer.
www.bdsol.co.za

Historic new impressions
Johannesburg-based print business, SE Litho, has advanced its
capacity and productivity levels with its acquisition of the Xerox
Versant, for high volume and shorter run print solutions. "SE Litho
was established in 1903 and has a history of being a leader in the
industry," says SE Litho's Andrew Armstrong. "The Versant digital
press is a prime example of how technology continues to benefit
the business. It delivers ultra-HD printing resolution for very fine
details on a wide variety of media and weights.”
www.bdsol.co.za
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Transforming
printing
excellence
Realising it needed to
offer customers high
quality, smaller print
runs for pamphlets,
magazines and
promotional materials
or risk turning away
business, Brits Printers
turned to Xerox and
From left: Chris Stoltz, Compleo;
its business platinum
Susan and Chris Honiball, Brits Printers
partner, Compleo. This
has resulted in Brits Printers becoming a fully integrated digital printing
facility. "Be the best at what you do and you will have a strong and
loyal customer base," says Susan Honiball, owner of Brits Printers. This
formula that has worked for Brits Printers since it started in 1948.
www.bdsol.co.za

Hardware for hire
Computer hardware and printers are expensive purchases for
businesses, especially if you're just starting out. Then when you need
to upgrade systems or completely replace technologies throughout
your organisation, lacking the resource capacity or capital to do
so is also detrimental for businesses. This is why DaaS has been
launched by Altron Bytes MS as part of its Simplis.IT suite of services.
It is focussing on the end-user computing environment across all
industries, for all types and sizes of businesses. DaaS combines
hardware, software, life cycle management and financing into an allin-one solution that provides businesses with a predictable monthly
spend, per device, per month, for a fixed period of three or five years.
www.bytesms.co.za

Reviewing family of presses
Buyers Laboratory (BLI) is the world's leading independent
provider of analytical information and services to the digital
imaging and document management industry. Each year, its
expert team of analysts and lab technicians put production-class
equipment through rigorous hands-on testing. This results in an
independent resource aiming to help prospective buyers move
past marketing statements by evaluating product performance and
validating product claims. BLI had this to say about the Versant
presses: "near-perfect front-to-back registration, remarkable
colour consistency and highly productive to meet daily deadlines".
www.bdsol.co.za

Recycling programme wins award
Green Office announced that its GreenABLE project is the winner
of the 2017 South African Breweries (SAB) Foundation's Social
Innovation and Disability Empowerment Awards. It was one of 300
entries nationwide, and GreenABLE was placed as one of the 24
best Social and Disability Innovations in South Africa. It was also
awarded first place within the Disability Empowerment sector of
the awards. Prizes include financial support for the future growth
of the organisation, a personal mentor and technical assistant
from the Technology Innovation Agency, as well as business
development support from the SAB Foundation and BIZASSIST.
www.greenoffice.co.za
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